Kartesia has recently completed an investment in a leading委員会 with a global reach, providing solutions to European small and medium-sized businesses. This is the latest in a series of successful divestments that have allowed us to continue building on our successful expansion in the Spanish market and across the broader European region.

Following its original investment in 2014, Kartesia has since supported the growth and development of Vitaldent across multiple countries, ensuring the company with the largest CMO fermentation capacity in southern Europe.

The investment in Vitaldent has been a key driver for the successful expansion of Vitaldent in the Spanish market and beyond. This investment has allowed Vitaldent to continue improving its credit rating and increase its credit capacity, ensuring the company with the largest CMO fermentation capacity in southern Europe.

In addition to Vitaldent, Kartesia has also supported the growth and development of other small and medium-sized businesses across Europe. This includes an investment in a leading company in the renewable energy sector, which has allowed the company to continue improving its credit rating and increase its credit capacity, ensuring the company with the largest CMO fermentation capacity in southern Europe.

The management team led by Javier Martín, who has been with the company for over 20 years, and employees, provide financial stability and support for the company’s growth and development. Since then, Eight Advisory has been looking to continue its impressive growth and increase its capital resources while also enabling additional strategic investment opportunities.

In 2019, Kartesia updated its key stakeholders and Hanover2, which is a key player in the renewable energy sector, regarding the carbon footprint and the company’s sustainability efforts. To achieve this goal, Kartesia has set ambitious targets to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts.

The goal of this initiative is to reduce the company’s carbon footprint by 20% by 2025, while also increasing its sustainability efforts. This is in line with the company’s overall strategy to be a leading provider of credit solutions and to be a positive force for change in the market.

Overall, Kartesia is committed to being a leading provider of credit solutions and to be a positive force for change in the market. This includes being a leader in the renewable energy sector, where Kartesia has set ambitious targets to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts.

The company’s commitment to sustainability is evident in its ongoing efforts to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts. This includes the company’s ongoing efforts to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts.

Kartesia is currently ranked on several leading websites and publications, including Sustainalytics, who assess the carbon footprint and the company’s sustainability efforts. These rankings highlight Kartesia’s commitment to being a leading provider of credit solutions and to be a positive force for change in the market.

In conclusion, Kartesia is a leading provider of credit solutions and to be a positive force for change in the market. The company’s ongoing efforts to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts are evident in its ongoing efforts to reduce its carbon footprint and increase its sustainability efforts.
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**Setting CC Group up for a new phase of growth**

With the recapitalisation of CC Group, a portfolio company of Frankfurt-based Novum Capital, Kartesia completed its first investment from Kartesia Senior Opportunities I (KSO I), providing the company with a streamlined and flexible capital structure that enables further growth after a phase of consolidation and reorganisation.

CC Group is the leading German waste slag and filter dust operator for waste incineration plants, with a focus on improving the quality of slag and filter dust obtained through numerous off-track, proprietary primary metal sorting facilities and the installation of ‘Stratego’, a new metal sorting facility delivering both superior performance and a smarter approach to slag disposal was a major part of the commercial due diligence. A cautious approach to opening leverage was required for a recap-transaction allowing Novum Capital, the deal team around Thomas Pfister, Director at Kartesia to back the strategic vision of a conglomerate of waste management companies which foresees 50% of growth through organic and acquisitive growth. In this respect, Kartesia was able to play to its strengths to offer a suitable financing solution. Following their investment Novum, together with the management team, will focus on growing the business to €15m EBITDA per annum

The deal structure supports Novum’s aim to achieve its strategic vision of a conglomerate of waste management companies which foresees 50% of growth through organic and acquisitive growth in the next three to five years. Firstly, an uncommitted super-senior unitranche CLO vehicle will be used to support potential add-on acquisitions through a committed top-up line that will allow Novum a further step in its journey to further consolidate its position in a stable market and a sustainable competitive advantage that is used to better serve its clients.

**KARTESIA IN NUMBERS**

To support CC Group in its growth strategy, Kartesia will do its best to ensure that a suitable fair value valuation is set aside for the investment for KSO I.

**KEY METRICS AT KARTESIA**

- **Average EBITDA**
  - 2014: €34m
  - 2015: €302m
  - 2018: €9 billion

- **Average revenues**
  - 2014: €3 billion
  - 2015: €302 million
  - 2018: €40.743 billion

- **Type of transaction**
  - 
  - 

**SUPPORTED BY AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM...**

- 11
- 14
- 7

**...WITH GLOBAL PRESENCE...**

- Total revenues of KCO III and KCO IV's borrowers
- Average share of revenues generated outside their national markets

**...AND INVESTING FOR TOMORROW...**

- Total annual capex of CC Group’s six subsidiaries
- Total capex of CC Group’s six subsidiaries

**...THAT INVESTS IN EUROPEAN SMALL AND MID CAP COMPANIES...**

- Average revenues of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers
- Average company of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers

**...ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTING TO EUROPE’S EMPLOYMENT...**

- Total number of employees of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers
- Average company of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers

**WITHIN A FOCUS...**

- Average EBITDA of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers
- Average company of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers

**...FOR 66% AND 34% OF THE FUNDS’ TRANSACTIONS.**
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- Average company of KCO III and KCO IV’s borrowers
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- **Assets under Management (AUM)**
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  - 2018: €2.3 billion
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